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Adventures
of a lifetime
Island experiences set against a backdrop of azure seas,
white sandy beaches and the kaleidoscopic culture and
history of Zanzibar that is woven into this space.
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DISCOVER ZANZIBAR
Adventures of a lifetime

Experiences and
highlights

OTHER ACTIVITIES
TO ENJOY
Go beyond the expected in the Zanzibar Archipelago with
adventures of a lifetime at &Beyond Mnemba Island.

SCUBA DIVING
Diving around Zanzibar features
shallow coral gardens, walls
adorned with spiral corals, tropical
fish species, perfect underwater
visibility and some of the best dive
sites in the world.

SCUBA DIVING COURSES
A great variety of dive sites and
calm waters offers the ideal place
to scuba dive. Refresher courses
and a beginner three day Open
Water course are offered.

COMMUNITY VISIT
Gain insight into local communities
on Zanzibar that play an integral
part in reef conservation and
depend on these sources of fish for
their livelihood.
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YOGA
Channel your energy,
balance your chakras
and increase your selfawareness against the
backdrop of a pristine ocean
with a yoga class. Classes
can be accommodated to fit
all levels of experiences and
preferred style and can be
taken in private or as part of
a group.
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WELLNESS TREATMENTS
&Beyond Mnemba
Island offers the perfect
opportunity to simply
unwind and reconnect with
yourself and your loved
ones. Pamper yourself with
a soul-soothing wellness
treatment in the comfort
of your banda with Healing
Earth products, made
from all natural ingredients
sourced in Africa.
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SUNSET DHOW CRUISE
Relax in the romance of dusk
surrounded by a vast expanse
of sky above and ocean blues
as your dhow glides towards
the sunset. Be captivated by
the evening colours, from
pink hues to burning orange,
with slashes of deep indigo
and azure descending into
inky black.
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GREEN TURTLE NESTING
AND HATCHING
&Beyond Mnemba Island
is an important green
turtle breeding site and the
conservation team work
hard to protect and monitor
turtle nests throughout the
year. Track the footprints of
female turtles at night and
observe their nests during
the year-round nesting
season, peaking between
April and August.

DOLPHIN BOAT TRIP
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WATER ACTIVITIES
OFF THE BEACH
Grab a snorkel, mask and a
set of fins and explore the
kaleidoscopic coral reefs
around &Beyond Mnemba
Island. Take out a kayak or
try your hand at stand-uppaddle boarding. Guests
can set off on either a
guided or a solo adventure
in the tranquil waters
surrounding the island.

Jump into a boat to search for
pods of females and their calves
that inhabit the warm, tropical
waters. The playful bottlenose
dolphin is the most frequently
encountered dolphin here.

STONE TOWN
HISTORICAL TOUR
Delve into the beauty and ancient
history of Zanzibar and explore
architecture, a labyrinth of bustling
narrow alleys and sand and
coral-stone houses with intricately
carved Arab and Indian doors.

SPICE TOUR
Follow the scent of vanilla, clove,
turmeric, nutmeg and cinnamon
as you drive through the lush
greenery of the island’s spice
growing areas.

Activities may incur an additional
charge and may need to be booked
in advance
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Seasonal
highlights
ACTIVITIES
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Yoga and wellness escape
Dining on the beach under the stars
Swimming and snorkeling straight from
the beach
Scuba diving
Migrating humpback whales in Zanzibar
Experiencing turtle nesting
Turtle hatchlings
Quieter reefs and more exclusive diving
SEASONAL RATES*

* The $ / $$ / $$$ references are used to indicate rate variation and are not associated with specific values.

We have been to a lot of amazing place
but this island is very special and will
remain on our memory for ever.
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